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We study the complexity of linear problems in mixed settings. We prove that 
the complexity of a mixed setting depends primarily on how the algorithm error is 
defined. That is, the worst error-average cost and worst error-worst cost com- 
plexities are essentially the same, as are the average error-worst cost and average 
error-average cost complexities. 8 1989 Academic Press, 1~. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The complexity of a problem is dependent on how the error and cost of 
algorithms are defined. Each can be defined in either a worst case or an 
average case sense. 
There are many papers which have been devoted to the study of the 
worst case or average case settings; see Traub et al. (1988) and papers 
cited there for references. The worst case setting assumes that both the 
error and cost are defined in a worst case sense, whereas the average case 
setting assumes average case error and cost. 
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For some problems it seems natural to use a mixed setting, where the 
error is defined in one sense and the cost in another. This is the case for 
problems for which the guaranteed error estimates are crucial while mini- 
mizing average cost. In this paper we study mixed settings for linear 
problems. By the worst-average setting we mean the setting in which the 
error is defined in a worst case sense whereas the cost is defined in an 
average case sense; the average-worst setting is defined analogously. 
We give conditions under which the complexity of a mixed setting 
depends primarily on how the error is defined. Then the worst-average 
complexity is essentially the same as the standard worst case complexity, 
and the average-worst complexity behaves as the standard average case 
complexity. 
2. WORSTERROR-AVERAGE COST 
Let F and G be linear normed spaces. Consider a continuous linear 
mapping S, 
S: F+ G. 
Our problem is to approximate elements Sfforfbelonging to the ball B, = 
{f E F: (Ifj( 5 q} of radius q in F. Let or. be a probability measure on B,. 
We assume that information aboutfis provided by adaptive information 
N of the form 
N(f) = EL(f), J52(f; Yl), ’ * . 3 L,(f,(f; Yl, . . . 1 Yn(/)-III, 
where ~1 = L,(f), yi = Li(f; ~1, . . . , yi-l), and Li(*; ~1, . . . , yi-1) is a 
continuous linear functional from a given class A, A C F*. Here n(f) is 
the cardinality of N at f and is defined by 
n(f) = min{i : teri(yi, . . . , vi) = l}, 
where teri: F?’ 4 (0, 1) is a termination function; see Wasilkowski (1986) 
and Traub et al. (1988) for more details. We assume that N is a p-measur- 
able mapping. 
If n(f) E n andLi(*; yi, . . . , yi-1) 2 Li are independent off, then N = 
WI, . * . 3 L,] is said to be nonadaptive information. 
Given N(f), we approximate Sf by (b(N(f)), where 4 is an algorithm, 
4,: N(F) --, G. The error of (4, N) is defined in the worst case sense by 
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For given N, the worst case radius of N is given by 
PO’(N) = inf ewor($, N). 
m 
For simplicity we measure the cost of computing r#~(N(f)) by the cardinal- 
ity n(f); see Traub et al. (1988, pp. 54, 214) for justification of this as- 
sumption. Then the average cost of (4, N) equals the average cardinality 
of N, 
cardYN) = I,, ~(fMV), 
whereas the worst case cost equals the worst case cardinality of N, 
cardWor(N) = ;E”B~ n(f). 
‘I 
For a given positive E, by the worst-average a-complexity we mean the 
minimal average cost of computing approximations to .Sf within E, 
camp wor-avg(~) = inf{card”“g(N) : N such that rwor(N) 5 .Y}. 
The worst-worst e-complexity is defined by 
camp wor-wor(~) = inf{cardwor(N) : N such that rwor(N) d E}. 
As mentioned in the Introduction, the latter complexity has been studied 
extensively. 
We now relate the worst-average a-complexity to compWor-Wor(e). To 
state the first result, let 
rwor(k) = inf{rwor(N): N = [Li, . . . , Lk] is nonadaptive, Li E A} 
be the kth minimal worst case radius of nonadaptive information. 
LEMMA 1. For every N with jinite cardaVg(N), 
rwor(N) 2 a sup ((1 - /3(t))rwor(Lt card”“g(N)l)}, 
01 
where 
/3(t) = inf(x : p(B,J 2 l/t} 
and a E [?, 11. 
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Proof. Let r) = card”g(l\r) < +m, and let t > 1. Letting A, = 
{f E B4 : n(f) 5 tq}, Chebyshev’s inequality implies 
p(AJ > 1 - l/t. (1) 
Take a number x E [O, I] for which 
j&3,,) 2 I/t, i.e., x 2 P(t). 
Then p(A,) + @,,) > 1, i.e., there exists an elementf” E A, fl Bxq. Note 
that 
P’o~(N) 2 i;f sup(jlSf - 4(iV(f))j( : f E B,, Mf) = NV*)). 
The right-hand side of this inequality is bounded from below by a sup(/Sfi 
- Sfilj : fi E B,, IV(J) = N(f*)} with a E If, 11. Hence, 
rWOW) 2 a sup{))W, - M)): llh + j-*11 -= 4, WG + f*) = w-*n, (2) 
r”“‘(N) 2 U SUp(((S(h1 - h2)/1: ((hil( 5 (1 - X)qy N(hi + f*) = N(f*))* 
Let y* = [yf, . . . 
L,f*,c; Y?, . . . , 
, y&*,1 = N(f*). Then iWon = [I.,, Lz(*; yf, . . . , 
y&-,)1 is nonadaptive information from the class A 
with cardinahty n(f*) 5 ttqj. It is known that 
~““‘(N”““) 5 SUp{j(8(hl - hZ)(j 1 l/hill 5 4, ZV”‘“(hi) = O}. (3) 
Since N”‘“(hi) = 0 is equivalent to N(hj + f*) = N(f*), we get 
PyN) 2 a(1 - X)?.WO’(N”O”) 2 a(1 - x)rWO’(Ltq]). 
Taking x tending to p(t) and arbitrary t > 1, we complete the proof. n 
From Lemma 1 we conclude that the worst-average and worst-worst 
complexities are related in the following sense. 
THEOREM 1. 
sup t-l compwor-wo’ ( a(1 -E/3(t)) ) 
5 compWor-av~(c) 5 compWor-Wo’(.5), 
11 
a E [3, 11. 
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Proof. It is enough to prove the left-hand-side inequality. Without 
loss of generality, assume there exists N such that card”g(N) = 
compWor+‘g(e) and P’“‘(N) 5 E. From Lemma 1 we get for any r > 1, 
rwor(lt cardavg(N)l) 5 a(l _” p(r)). 
This means that 
t card”g(N) 2 compWor-Wor(~/(u(l - P(t)))) 
and completes the proof. n 
Remark 1. For some problems, the constant a in Lemma 1 and Theo- 
rem 1 equals 1. This is the case when, for instance, F is a pre-Hilbert 
space or G = R. Then (2) and (3) can be replaced, respectively, by 
rWorW = 3supiJJS(h - hd)) : IJhi + f*JJ 5 q, N(h + f*) = N(f*)} 
and 
rworWnon) = h.lP{llS(h~ - hJ1: JlhiJ( 5 q, N”‘“(hi) = 0). n 
The essence of Theorem 1 is that the two complexities are, modulo 
constants, equivalent provided the measure p is not concentrated on the 
boundary of the ball B,, i.e., p({fE F: llflj = q}) < 1. Indeed, then P(r) is 
less than I for some f > 1, and Theorem 1 can be rewritten as 
compWor-a”g(a) = ul(&)compWor-Wor(&uZ(&)), 
where U,(E) and u2(&) are of order unity. Functions U,(E) and Q(E) may be 
found for specific measures; see Example 1. 
On the other hand, if ,X is concentrated on the boundary of B, then 
/3(t) = 1 and the lower bound on camp wor-avg(a) in Theorem 1 reduces 
trivially to zero. In fact, for such measures the two complexities need not 
be equivalent, as illustrated in Example 2. 
EXAMPLE 1. We illustrate Theorem 1 for the following probability 
measure p. Let F be a separable Banach space endowed with a zero-mean 
Gaussian measure y. The measure p is a truncation of y, 
/-a = 
Y@ l-l Bq) 
y(Jj ) 
4 
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for any Bore1 set B. Then 
&&,,-) = 1 _ e-sa*(l+o(l)), as q + +a, 
for some nonnegative a* depending on y; see Bore11 (1975). For t = 
l/p(Bv$ we have P(t) I q-l’*, and thus Theorem 1 yields 
wor-avg(~) 2 (1 - e-qo*(l+o(l)))compwo’-wo’ 
( 
E camp a(1 - 4-1’2) ) . 
If a = 1 (see Remark l), then for large q the two complexities are essen- 
tially the same. 
EXAMPLE 2. We exhibit a measure p concentrated on the boundary of 
B, for which the worst-average and worst-worst complexities are essen- 
tially different. 
Let F = G be a separable Hilbert space with an orthonormal system el , 
e2, . . . . Define S by letting Sei = Aie; with Xi z A2 z * * * 2 0 and Ai* 0. 
It is known that for A = F* we have 
camp wor+‘or(~) = k = min{i : hi+i 5 c/q}. 
We let p be a measure that is concentrated on gel, i.e., ,u({qe,}) = 1. Then 
the adaptive information N(f) = (f, ei) if (f, e,) = q and N(f) = [(f, e,), 
. . . , (f, ek)]; otherwise, has the radius rwor(N) 5 E and cardavg(N) = 1. 
Hence, 
compWor-avg(&) = 1 e compWor-Wor(E). 
For instance, take Ai = i-p for p > 0. Then 
camp wor-worw 
camp wor-avqe) 
= [(q/&p - 11, 
which goes rapidly to infinity as E ---, 0 for small p. 
3. AVERAGE ERROR-WORST COST 
In this section we deal with a specific measure p; however, we allow 
quite a general error criterion. We assume that F is a separable Banach 
space and Al is a zero-mean Gaussian measure. 
Given adaptive information N and an algorithm 4, the average error is 
defined by 
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Here, ER: G+ R+ is a given mapping such that E&(e) = EZ?(S(*) - g) is 
F-measurable for every g E G. In this section we only assume that G is a 
linear space. The average radius of N is defined by 
Pg(N) = itf eavg(+, N). 
As in Section 2, the cost of (4, N) is measured by the cardinality of N, 
cardavgW = JF n~f~p(df) and cardWor(N) = sup n(f). 
PF 
The average-worst &-complexity is given by 
compavg-wor(&) = inf{cardwor(N) : r”“g(N) 5 E}, 
whereas the average-average &-complexity is given by 
compavg-avg(&) = inf{card”“g(N) : ravg(N) 5 E}. 
THEOREM 2. 
Proof. It is enough to show the right-hand-side inequality. For this 
end, without loss of generality assume there exists N such that ravg(N) % E 
and carda’@ = camp avg-avg(e). From Wasilkowski (1986) (see also 
Traub et al. (1988, Chap. 6, Sect. 5.6.2)), we know that there exists t E [0, 
l] such that 
ravg(N) = travg(N,) + (1 - t)r”‘g(N& 
where N, and Nz are nonadaptive with cardinalities kl and k2 (k, s k,), 
respectively, and tk, + (1 - t)kz = compavg-avg(&). Furthermore, ravg(N2) 5 
r”‘g(N) 5 ravg(NI). 
Assume first that t B &. Then ravg(N1) 5 2ravg(N) 5 2~. Since kl 5 
compavg-avs(&), we have compavg-wor(2a) I kl 5 compavg-avg(a). 
Assume now that r < 4. Then k2 5 2 compavg-avg(&), and ra’g(Nz) 5 
ravg(N) 5 E implies compavg-wor (E) 5 k2 5 2 compavg-avg(&), as claimed. l 
Remark 2. The constant two in Theorem 2 might not be sharp. How- 
ever, as in Traub et al. (1988, Chap. 6, Example 5.6.1), the two cannot be 
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replaced by a constant less than 1.5. That is, there is a linear problem such 
that for the error criterion I%(.) = ]]*]p and for some E we have 
compavg-wor(.5) = max{ 1.5 compavg-avg(e), compavg-a”g(.5/1.5)}. 
The essence of Theorem 2 is that, modulo constants, the average-worst 
and average-average complexities are essentially the same, 
camp avg-wor(e) = ~l(E)compavg-avg(s (Y*(E)), W(E), (Y2C-5) E [I, 21. 
Although Theorem 2 assumes Al. to be Gaussian, it can be generalized 
for Gaussian measures truncated to the ball B, as well as for orthogonally 
invariant measures over the whole space F. This can be done by using 
results of Woiniakowski (1987) and Wasilkowski (1988) as well as of 
Traub et al. (1988). 
On the other hand, Theorem 2 is not valid for general measures, as 
illustrated by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let F = G be the space of infinite sequencesf = [f~, f2, 
. . .] equipped with the sup-norm. Let S be the identity mapping. Let p 
be a probability measure for which 
r&f: f = Ii, h, . . . ,.h 0, . . .I, .h E R)) = pi, i= 1,2,. . . , 
with positive pi’s such that IS:=, pi = 1 and IZy=, ipi < +w. For any 
information N with finite worst case cardinality, the average radius of N is 
positive. Hence, camp a”g-wor(0) = +m. On the other hand, consider N 
defined by N(f) = [fi, . . . , J;] if fr = i and N(f) = fi otherwise. Then 
r”‘g(N) = 0 and card”“g(N) = xy=, ipi < +m. Hence, compav@+‘“g(0) is 
finite. 
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